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Words by MARVIN (ERIN) LEE & ROGER GRAHAM.
BY THE WRITERS OF "WHEN I DREAM OF OLD ERIN"
AND "A LITTLE LOVE, A LITTLE KISS" etc.
Music by MAY HILL.

Ev'ry time I hear a song of girls from Erin's Isle, It's
Ev'ry time a boat comes in I'm there and never fail, My
always sure to say her eyes are blue,
thoughts are wandering far across the sea,
Of a brown-eyed Colleen I will sing to you the while, And
Watching for the happy word that's coming in the mail, I'm

you can bet she's Irish thru and thru,
wishing Mary, dear, were here with me,

If my heart could only speak to day,
Yesterday, I sent to her a note,

All the world would hear it proudly say;
Just a short one; this is what I wrote;
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Mary I love you Mary With your loving sighs that I idolize And your roguish eyes of brown.

Mary, my darling Mary, I'll be coming back some day to Dublin Town, I love to
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sing to you and soon I'll bring to you— The wedding ring so you must get the gown. Tho' your eyes are brown 'tis true, They're as true as eyes of blue, My darling Dublin Mary Brown.
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A Little Love, A Little Kiss
(Would Go A Long, Long Way.)
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A Big Dance Hit
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